PRESS RELEASE

NEW REPORT ON THE GLOBAL ILLICIT ECONOMY LOOKS AT THE TRAJECTORIES, IMPACT AND FUTURE OF TRANSNATIONAL ORGANIZED CRIME

The Global Initiative's new report ‘The global illicit economy: Trajectories of transnational organized crime’ gives a graphic illustration of how the global illicit economy has boomed in the past 20 years and the serious threat it poses to security, development and justice.

GENEVA, Switzerland - 11 March 2021: A flagship new report from the Global Initiative Against Transnational Organized Crime (GI-TOC) entitled The Global Illicit Economy: Trajectories of transnational organized crime shows how organized crime is a common denominator to the world’s major challenges and a driver of unsustainable development.

Published on the occasion of the 14th UN Crime Congress, the GI-TOC report surveys the global drivers of illicit economies over the last 20 years. Through vivid visualizations and analysis it focuses on the evolution of five major illicit economies over the past two decades: human exploitation, illicit environmental markets, illicit drugs, cybercrime and the illegal trade in licit and counterfeit goods. The report also looks at emerging trends of how organized crime may operate in the future, and concludes with recommendations on how to change the trajectories of crime.

Punctuated with interviews from journalists, authors and civil society leaders, this report moves from mega-trends to local impacts and finds a criminal underworld that has become seamlessly linked with the upperworlds of business and politics, blurring distinctions between illegal and legal.

‘This report shows how organized crime has gone global in the past 20 years and is harming so many aspects of life on our planet,’ says GI-TOC Director Mark Shaw. ‘Organized crime perpetuates and profits from the world’s major challenges and is a driver of unsustainable development.’

‘Left unchecked, the shadows of the future look even more sinister. New approaches and a global approach are needed if we are going to change the trajectories of organized crime,’ says Shaw.

The report will be presented at the 14th United Nations Congress on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice in Kyoto on 11 March. The launch event will discuss the report and the implications for international responses as we move into the next decade.
For further questions please contact Claudio Landi (Claudio.landi@globalinitiative.net).

About the Global Initiative

The Global Initiative Against Transnational Organized Crime is a network of professionals working on the frontlines of the fight against the illicit economy and criminal actors. Through a network of global civil society observatories on the illicit economy, we monitor evolving trends and work to build the evidence basis for policy action, disseminate the expertise of our Network and catalyze multisectoral and holistic responses across a range of crime types. With the Global Initiative’s Resilience Fund, we support community activists and local NGOs working in areas where crime governance is critically undermining people’s safety, security and life chances.